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Abstract—The deployment of thousands of tiny devices
inter-networked together and accessible through the Inter-
net is the result of the increasing trend towards enabling
the concepts of Internet-of-Things. As these devices may
be scattered in a unplanned way, a routing protocol is
needed. The RPL protocol is the IETF proposed standard
protocol for IPv6-based multi-hop Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN). RPL requires that communication paths go through
a central router which may provide suboptimal paths,
making no distinction of the applications the nodes run.
To address these issues, an Application-Driven extension to
RPL is proposed which enables the increase of the WSN
lifetime by limiting the routing and forwarding functions
of the network mainly to nodes running the same applica-
tion. This paper evaluates the proposed solution coded in
ContikiOS by means of Cooja simulations, and compares
it against regular RPL. Simulation results confirm that
the proposed solution provides lower energy consumption,
lower end-to-end delays, and lower total number of packets
transmitted and received.

Index Terms—Internet-of-Things (IoT); Wireless Sensor
Network (WSN); Application-Driven WSN; RPL; Con-
tikiOS.

I. INTRODUCTION

The growth of wireless networks has resulted in part

from requirements for connecting people and advances

in radio technologies. Recently there has been an in-

creasing trend towards enabling the Internet-of-Things

(IoT) [1]. Thousands of tiny devices interacting with

their environments are inter-networked together and ac-

cessible through the Internet. For that purpose, several

communications protocols have been defined making use

of the IEEE 802.15.4 Physical and MAC layers [2].

The 6LoWPAN Network Layer adaptation protocol [3]

is an example which bridges the gap between low power

devices and the IP world. Since its release, the design of

routing protocols became increasingly important [4] and

RPL [5] emerged as the IETF proposed standard protocol

for IPv6-based multi-hop WSN. Our work is focused on

the design of an extension of the RPL routing protocol

with the purpose of making the network aware of the

traffic applications generate. We assume that sensors

form a large IPv6 network and that a sensor is enabled

to run one or more applications. We also assume that the

applications and the nodes to which they are associated,

are not always active, alternating between on and off
states. By jointly considering the neighbors of each node,

the applications each node runs, and the forwarding

capabilities of a node, we developed a communication

solution which enables the data of every application and

node to be transferred while keeping the overall energy

consumed low. In our solution (RPL-BMARQ) we assume

that every node will primarily select its parent from

a set of nodes running the same application to which

the data is associated. For that purpose, the application

layer of each node shares information with other lay-

ers of the communication stack. The main contribution

of this paper is a cross-layer solution, characterized

as an extension to the RPL routing protocol, which

uses information shared by the application and routing

layers to construct Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs),

allowing the nodes to select parents with respect to the

applications they run. The contribution helps reducing

the network energy consumption since it restricts radio

communication activities while maintaining throughput

fairness and packet reception ratio high. The paper is

organized in six sections. Sec. II presents related work.

Sec. III describes the rationale of our solution. Sec. IV
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characterizes the applications and scenarios selected for

the study. Sec. V describes the methodology adopted for

validating the proposed WSN solution and discusses the

results obtained from the simulations performed. Finally,

Sec. VI draws the conclusions and presents future work.

II. RELATED WORK

RPL [5] is a routing protocol that organizes nodes

along a Destination Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph
[6] (DODAG), normally rooted at a border router node

or at a sink node. As described in [7], the DODAG root

initiates the DODAG formation by periodically sending

DODAG Information Object (DIO) messages which it

advertises by using link-local multicast addresses [8].

DIO messages carry information such as the DODAG

root’s identity, the routing metrics in use, and the rank of

the originating node rank in the DODAG. A node joins

the DODAG by taking into consideration these factors,

and determines its own rank in the DODAG based on

the information advertised by its neighbors in their DIOs.

The node chooses as parent in the DODAG the neighbor

through which its resulting rank is the smallest. Once

a node has joined the DODAG, it sets a path to the

root through its parent and can then originate its own

DIO messages. So, RPL provides paths from nodes to

a root while requiring them to store little forwarding

and routing information. In order to keep the size of

forwarding and routing tables small, by default RPL

does not provide paths from the border router back

to the nodes. To overcome this issue, a RPL router

that requires a path from itself to a node must send

a Destination Advertisement Object (DAO) message all

the way which records and installs those paths. RPL

provides paths that are often much longer than the

shortest available paths. The constraint to route only

along a DODAG may potentially cause traffic congestion

near the DODAG root [8]. Also, the constraint for every

possible destination in the DODAG to originate a DAO

may be a problem because it is a proactive destination-

initiated process which involves sending and receiving

to many routing signaling and control messages [8]. The

nodes must always be awake in order to send, receive

and process those messages. To overcome these issues,

our solution tries to choose mainly the nodes running

the same applications to form the DAGs, and to put the

nodes in the on and off states in a synchronized manner.

III. RPL-BMARQ RATIONALE

We define Application-Driven WSN (ADWSN) as a

cross-layer solution aimed to help reducing the energy

consumed by a network of sensors executing a set of

applications. This paradigm assumes that each appli-

cation defines its own network and set of nodes so

that the exchanged information can be confined to the

nodes associated with the application. The nodes share

information about the applications they run, and also

their duty-cycles. Our solution, RPL-BMARQ, stands for

RPL By Multi-Application ReQuest. It tries to insure

that data of an application is relayed mainly by the nodes

running that application. When sink nodes query the

other nodes, routing paths should involve preferentially

nodes running the same application.

if (neighbor == is_root()) then
add_parent(neighbor);

else
if (neighbor.app_id == node.app_id && neighbor.rank <
node→neigbors.rank) then

add_parent(neighbor);
else

start(parent_selection_timer);
while (parent_selection_timer) do

if neighbor→neighbor.app_id == node.app_id
&& neighbor.rank < node→neigbors.rank) then

add_parent(neighbor);
reconfigure(neighbor(app_id,
app_duty-cycle));
advertise_changes();
stop(parent_select_timer);
has_parent = True;

end
end
if (has_parent == False) then

if (neighbor.rank < node→neigbors.rank)) then
add_parent(neighbor);
reconfigure(neighbor(app_id,
app_duty-cycle));
advertise_changes();

end
end

end
end

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of RPL-BMARQ DAG cre-
ation

The DAG creation scheme will use mainly the nodes

running the same application; the nodes not associated

to the application will not participate in DAG creation

process, in a first attempt. Algorithm 1 shows how to

create DAGs in our solution. A root node starts to

create the DAG by sending DIO messages. The nodes

surrounding the root use the information carried in these

DIO messages, compute their rank and join the DAG,

in the same way of regular RPL. The computed rank is

jointly sent with the identification of running applications

and their duty-cycles, in DIO messages. This information

is used by other nodes to update their neighbor tables,
compute their own rank, and advertise their presence by

sending new DIO messages. All node’s neighbor tables
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record the neighbors IP address, the applications they

run and their duty-cycles. This information is used to

help the node to join the DAG, by looking into it’s

neighbor table. If the node runs the same application of

its neighbor and if the latter has a lower rank, the former

may choose it as parent, joining the DAG through it. If

the node has no neighbors running the same application,

a neighbor with lower rank can be reconfigured as

running the application, and selected to be the parent.

If the timer expires and a node could not be chosen as

a parent, the scheme reverts to the regular RPL DAG

formation.

IV. RPL-BMARQ EVALUATION

A. Applications Characterization

Fig. 1. Applications duty-cycle

Two different applications are used in our experi-

ments. These applications and their topology are charac-

terized by the following aspects: static, organized, pre-

planned, no mobility, 16 nodes deployed in a square

lattice topology, all sensor nodes battery-powered, except

for the sink nodes. We consider multi-hop communica-

tion. The traffic pattern is point-to-multipoint when data

is queried, and point-to-point when queries are replied.

The first application (App. A) has a duty-cycle of one

hour. Every node running this application wakes every

hour remaining awake during one minute for activity

replying to asked data if it is a sensor node. The second

application (App. B) has a duty-cycle of 15 minutes. The

nodes also wake during one minute to sense data and to

communicate. As shown in Fig. 1 a), the period of App.

A is 4 times the period of App. B. All sensor nodes are

expected to be awake when data is queried and replied,

and sleeping when there is no activity.

B. Simulation scenarios

In order to evaluate the RPL-BMARQ solution, a

square lattice of 4x4 nodes was simulated. The nodes

are distributed as shown in Fig. 2, where the four

scenarios evaluated are also shown. All the nodes are

within a distance of 25 meters for a transmission range

of 30 meters, and support one of the two applications.

Each application is running in eight nodes, and each

node runs a single application. Sink nodes placements

where chosen in order to allow long routing paths, since

long paths consume more energy. In Scenario 1, the

nodes running App. A were selected so that a long path

could be obtained. In the Scenario 2, both applications

have the same node distribution; in these scenarios we

want to investigate the influence of the application duty-

cycle in energy consumption. Scenarios 3 and 4 are

used to investigate situations where at least one node

from other application is required to relay data. In the

scenarios evaluated, sink nodes are always awake, and

sink node running App. B (node 9) was chosen as DAG

root because of it’s application duty-cycle. Since our

solution constrains the paths to the nodes associated to

the application, a node needs to be woken up only when

its applications run and not for generic routing and for-

warding purposes. In contrast, RPL was used as shown

in Fig. 1 b); in this case despite the applications having

different periods, all the nodes would have to wake up

every 15 minutes in order to process routing messages.

In our solution, a query is "multicasted" only to the

nodes associated to the application and not the entire

WSN. When the application nodes reply, only the nodes

running the application will send and forward unicast
packets. So, using the RPL-BMARQ solution, the routing

paths are chosen not only according to RPL objective

functions, but also considering the nodes belonging to

the application for which the paths are required, and the

total number of neighbors a node has, at least in the first

attempt. Fig. 2 c) shows a particular node deployment,

where nodes 10, 13, and 16 running application B are

unable to receive sink queries because they are isolated.

In this case, node 8 would be selected to participate in the

routing and forwarding process. Fig. 2 d) shows a second

case of node deployment where some of the nodes of

App. A (nodes 7 and 8) are also isolated. In order to

study the behavior of the RPL and the RPL-BMARQ
solutions, both have been implemented on ContikiOS
[9], which is an operating system used for wireless

sensor networks. ContikiOS 2.6 was chosen because it

includes an IPv6 stack with 6LoWPAN support, as well

as ContikiRPL, which is an basic RPL implementation.

The communication between the nodes is achieved using

the CSMA-CA physical access scheme with NullRDC,

which means that the Mac Layer, by it-self, does not put

the nodes in the on and off states. The simulations were
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Fig. 2. Nodes deployment in different square lattice mesh topologies

performed using Cooja [10], a simulator for ContikiOS,
which allows developers to test code and systems before

running it on a target hardware. The hardware platform

selected was TelosB [11] which uses IEEE 802.15.4

radios. The 2.4 GHz radio medium model chosen was

the Unit Disk Graph Medium (UDGM). UDGM models

the transmission range between the nodes as an ideal

disk; the nodes behind it do not receive packets, while

the nodes within the transmission distance receive all

the messages. UDGM confirms the functionality and

behavior of our solution. We assume that all the nodes

within the disk have transmission and reception success

ratios of 100%, and packets have a IPv6 Payload of 82

bytes, except for signaling and control ones.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to evaluate the RPL-BMARQ and RPL so-

lutions we simulated each scenario ten times. Each

simulation simulates the applications running for 24

hours. From the results we have ignored the initial 10%

of total simulated time in order to have guarantees about

system stability, e.g. letting DAGs and routing tables to

be stable. We used 95% of confidence intervals [12]. We

focused our study on energy consumption, query success
ratio, fairness, delay, and the total number of Layer 3
transmitted and received packets. These parameters are

defined below.

A. Energy

E = ETX + ERX + EIdle + EOff (1)

We consider energy consumption related only to com-

munication aspects, eg. packet transmission, reception,

radio idle the state where a node has its radio on and

is waiting to send or to receive a data packet, and radio

off. We aim to investigate how much energy is consumed

by the nodes in that states, as shown by Eq. 1. ETX is

the total energy consumed when sending packets, ERX

is the total energy consumed when receiving packets,

EIdle is the total energy consumed by a node when it has

the radio in the idle state, and EOff is the total energy

consumed by a node when it has the radio off. Generi-

cally, we compute energy Estate as Istate × V × tstate,
considering Istate the current consumed by the node in

the state, V the voltage supplied to the node, and tstate
the total time the node is in that state. The Istate and V
values depend on existing platforms (e.g. TelosB [11]),

and a generic energy model defining the total energy

consumed by the nodes is detailed in [13].

Nominal
Current in Transmit (0 dBm) mode (mA) 19.5

Current in Receive mode (mA) 21.8
Current in MCU on, radio on - idle mode (μA) 365

Current in MCU on, radio off (mA) 1.8
Power supply (V) 3.6

TABLE I
EXCERPT FROM TELOSB SPECIFICATION

The results obtained from the simulations are shown

in Fig. 3 which shows the total time, for 95% confidence

intervals, in which nodes radios were in their different

considered states. As it can be seen, the permanence

time in each state excluding radio off is lower for

RPL-BMARQ than for RPL. The radio off state time

corresponds to the total time in which radios were turned

off. Using RPL-BMARQ, this value is larger then that

using RPL, which reflects the major contribution of RPL-
BMARQ design. Applying the information of Table I,

which was extracted from [11], to Eq. 1, we can compute

the total energy consumed by the nodes (see Fig. 4).
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Fig. 3. Mean total radio activity time (in seconds)

Fig. 4. Energy consumed by each solution in each scenario (in J)

Results show that the total energy consumed by the

nodes considering those states, and using the RPL-

BMARQ solution is very low, as it turns the nodes radio

off during more time than RPL. Using Eq. 2 we compute

the energy gain for RPL-BMARQ, and present it in Fig.

5.

Gain =
ERPL − ERPL−BMARQ

ERPL
× 100, (2)

ERPL is the total of energy consumed by the nodes

for the RPL solution, and ERPL−BMARQ is the total

of energy consumed by the nodes for our solution.

Results show that, using the RPL-BMARQ solution, the

nodes spend about 98% less energy than the same nodes

running RPL, and thus RPL-BMARQ extends network

lifetime.
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Fig. 5. RPL-BMARQ energy gain in each scenario (in %)

B. Query Success Ratio

QSR =
number_of_received_replies

number_of_expected_replies
, 0 ≤ QSR ≤ 100% (3)

We define Query Success Ratio (QSR) as the ratio

between the number of reply packets received by a sink

node in response to a query packet, and the number of

replies the sink expects to receive (see Eq. 3). In our

case, QSR = number_of_received_replies
7 . Fig. 6 shows

simulation results with 95% confidence interval. One

can conclude that RPL presents better result than RPL-
BMARQ, except for Scenario 1. Please note that in Fig.

6 we are representing QSR values between 97 and 100%.

We can conclude that with RPL-BMARQ QSR does not

suffer much.

Fig. 6. Mean Query Success Ratio - QSR (in %)

C. QSR fairness

γ (x1, x2, · · · , xn) =

(∑n

i=1
xi

)2

n ·
∑n

i=1
x2
i

, 0 ≤ γ() ≤ 1 (4)

Jain’s fairness index is defined in Eq. 4 [14]. A straight-

forward computation shows that the fairness measure γ
ranges from 1

n (maximum unfairness) to 1 (all xi equal)

[12]. In our case, xi corresponds to the QSR per node.

Fig. 7 shows QSR fairness mean values obtained from

Fig. 7. QSR fairness

simulations for the 4 scenarios. All solutions present

fairness indexes above 99%.

D. Delay

Fig. 8. Mean End-to-End Delay

We define End-to-End Delay as the time interval

between the time instant a query was sent by a sink node

and the time the sink receives the correspondent reply,

but excluding the node processing time, as shown in Fig.

8. We compute this delay as (t3 − t0) − (t2 − t1). Fig.
9 shows 95% confidence intervals delay values for the

simulated scenarios using both solutions. We note that

with RPL-BMARQ we can achieve lower mean delays.

For instance in Scenario 4, the mean delay value is 994
ms for RPL-BMARQ and 999 ms for RPL.

Fig. 9. Mean End-to-End Delay (in s)
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Fig. 10. Mean total number of packets per query

E. Packets per query

In the simulations performed, the sink node running

App. A generates a total of 21 queries, whilst sink

node running App. B generates 86 queries. Analyzing

the data extracted from simulations we could investigate

on a per-query basis, how many Layer 3 multicast and

unicast packets were sent and received by all the nodes.

We consider also signaling and routing packets. Fig.

10 shows the results for the scenarios simulated using

both solutions. For all the scenarios, the RPL-BMARQ
solution presents lower mean number of total Layer 3
multicast packets, sent and received. For Scenario 1,
using RPL-BMARQ, and per-query, the mean number

of total packets sent is 9.5 and the mean number of total

packets received is 29.5; using RPL, the mean number

is higher (16 packets sent and 45.3 packets received).

For Scenario 2, using RPL-BMARQ the mean number of

total multicast packets sent is 10.9 and the mean number

of total multicast packets received is 33.2; using RPL,
the mean number of total multicast packets is also higher

(15.9 for packets sent and 44.9 for packets received). For

Scenario 3, using RPL-BMARQ the mean number of total

multicast packets sent is 12.2 and the mean number of

total multicast packets received is 36.6; using RPL, the
mean number of total multicast packets is also higher

(15.9 packets sent and 45.2 packets received). Finally,

for Scenario 4, using RPL-BMARQ the mean number of

total multicast packets sent is 12.3 and the mean number

of total multicast packets received is 36.7; using RPL,
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the mean number of total multicast packets also higher

(15.9 packets sent and 45.2 packets received). For the

mean number of total Layer 3 unicast packets sent and

received, the results show that both solutions present

very close numbers. For Scenario 1 the mean number of

total unicast packets sent using both solutions is 45.4; for
the same scenario, using RPL-BMARQ the mean number

of total unicast packets received is 135, whilst using RPL
the same is 135.1. For Scenario 2 the mean number

of total unicast packets sent is 51.7 for RPL-BMARQ
and 50.6 for RPL, and the mean number of total unicast

packets received is 143 for RPL-BMARQ and 141.9 for

RPL. For Scenario 3 the mean number of total unicast

packets sent is 51.1 for RPL-BMARQ and 50.6 for RPL,
and the mean number of total unicast packets received is

the same for both solutions (141.8). Finally, for Scenario
4 the mean number of total unicast packets sent is 54.9
for RPL-BMARQ and 53.7 for RPL; the mean number of

total unicast packets received is 148.6 for RPL-BMARQ
and 144.5 for RPL. From above analysis we conclude

that the major gain of the RPL-BMARQ solution relies on

the total number of multicast packets sent and received

which is lower than the equivalent RPL. On the other

hand, the number of transmission and reception of uni-

cast packets are higher. We suspect of packet collision,

which causes more packet retransmissions.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we propose a solution (RPL-BMARQ) to

deploy WSN defined by the applications the nodes run.

The paper presents and discusses the performance of

RPL and RPL-BMARQ by means of simulating sensor

devices using IEEE 802.15.4 radios. The experiments

were conducted by means of simulations using Con-
tikiOS and Cooja, and confirmed that the proposed

solution reduces overall network energy consumption,

thus increasing the network lifetime. RPL-BMARQ re-

duces the total number of transmission and reception

of multicast packets, constrains the paths mainly to

the nodes running the same application, and decreases

delays. Further experiments with RPL-BMARQ need to

be performed in a real environment to help identify

shortcomings of the solution currently designed.
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